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Why Break-Fix is Dead when it comes to IT
Support

Businesses of different sizes have different support requirements.

Essentially, when it comes to identifying the support requirement,

its horses for courses and this is generally related to the size of the

business in question.

Micro and small businesses of up to 9 people may have a very basic

requirement. Often this might not extend beyond a need to have a

PC xed quickly when it breaks so they can carry on using Of ce

365 and other cloud applications to carry on conducting business.

Mid-market and larger, enterprise scale businesses with 250+

employees are usually highly structured and everything tends to be

departmentalised. An internal support team may be fully self-

suf cient or it may provide a rst line of support; however, access

to hardware spares and the right skills is not a given, and xes for

physical faults are often outsourced through very speci c Service

Level Agreements (SLAs), contracts designed to provide the cover

that is appropriate. The speci c clauses in the agreement re ect

how critical the item that needs to be fixed is to the business.
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Better Alternative to Break-Fix

This leaves the remainder, which may be de ned as small businesses

of 10 - 49, and medium businesses of 50 - 249 employees. However,

within these conventional headcount-based de nitions of business

size are those with 10 - 100 employees. This segment has more

complex technology requirements and a more business-critical

dependency on IT, far exceeding those of smaller businesses.

However, they are unlikely to be as self-suf cient as larger

businesses. Quite frankly, in this space, which encompasses in

excess of 100,000 Australian companies, the ‘business process’ of

waiting for something to break and then xing it is too risky. In the

21st Century there simply needs to be a better alternative to

break- x. A more considered approach is needed to ensure there is

access to the right levels of service to meet the needs of the

business.

What is a managed Service?

Managed Services t very well with the trend for outsourcing non-

core business services and the cloud. They may also follow the

consumption model where clients pay monthly for the service that

is used.
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Characteristics of a Managed Service

The main characteristics of a Managed Service are:

A Managed Service is the proactive management on behalf of a customer of
an IT asset
Service is supplied by a third party known as a Managed Services Provider
(MSP)
Assets under proactive management may be either hardware or software
Proactive management includes monitoring and acting to prevent
predictable faults
Provides fault recti cation for technology breakdowns with SLA de ned
responses

Managed Services extend to include a number of critical areas of

technology services. These discrete Managed Services provide neat

ways to package services in speci c areas so that they can be

marketed, sold and delivered effectively.

 In the main these include:

Managed security
Backup and disaster recovery
Mobile device management
Cloud services
Managed print services
Virtualisation
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IT Support as a Managed Service.

For many businesses IT Support is the common denominator that

underpins how the different elements of IT function. Internet, email,

servers, storage, database applications and desktop productivity

are all united by the need for good support. If we apply the

Managed Services idea to the requirement for holistic support

across the entire technology fabric of a business then we develop a

vision for IT Support as a Managed Service.

Such an approach is end-to-end, avoids any gaps and ensures the

entire technology fabric of the business is completely under the

care of a single responsible service provider.

Seeing the technology fabric of the business holistically, the MSP

understands the way people, business and technology t together

and is able to deliver more value from the IT resources in which the

business has invested.
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Identifying 'Hidden' Technology Challenges

Familiarity and the 'IT Expert'

To ensure service is delivered by a friendly, familiar face, it is highly

desirable to have someone that takes responsibility for each

particular client. This purpose is not best achieved by a hands-off

account manager. It is best served by attaching a hands-on 'IT

Expert', an experienced systems engineer, where he or she takes

personal responsibility for the relationship.

Hands-on personal service, consistently delivered by the same

trusted and familiar face enables continuity and allows knowledge

accumulated over many contacts to be used to accelerate

troubleshooting and problem solving.

Identifying 'hidden' technology challenges

The technology fabric of a business often develops organically and

unpredictably. If there's an immediate project need, the 6 month

budget can go out of the window as things may suddenly move from

the 'Nice to Have' to the 'Essential' column of the CAPEX plan.

Sometimes watercooler moments may contain nuggets of

information about forthcoming technology requirements that may

not be formally recorded elsewhere. From the IT perspective,

organic development can be challenging.
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Save Time and Money with your IT Strategy.

One of the best ways to get a heads up is to have the IT Expert

embedded within the business, working alongside the internal team,

participating on informal lunchtime exchanges or more formal

review meetings. Keeping an ear to the ground and listening to the

internal team provides the close working relationship and the

information the MSP needs to react in a more timely and effective

ways to get the best out of technology.

An IT strategy for entrepreneurial businesses

If the technology fabric may be subject to organic development, the

same is often true for the core business activities of many small and

medium businesses in the 10 – 100 employee bracket. They are

often conceived, built and run by entrepreneurial leaders.

Frequently business models are modi ed to exploit new market

opportunities or to pull back from those that are drying up. Their

challenges change regularly and so the business changes regularly;

consequently, everything needs to be flexible.

To match this requirement the IT strategy needs to be developed in

parallel. IT needs to be exible to accommodate growth through

M&A as well as direct investment; enable remote working; and

absorb employee preferences to use their own smartphones and

tablets and laptops, the so-called Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)

phenomena.
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Don't Lose Control of your Data.

Shadow IT is where users resort to using their own software or

websites to obtain the functionality and tools to help them on their

work. Whether it is to get something done faster, more easily or at a

higher standard, the reason they feel they need to do this is because

the company or the IT department has failed to provide them with

the appropriate tools for the job.

The problem with Shadow IT is the company loses control of where

data is stored, transmitted and taken of ine on USB drives,

smartphone and tablets, compromising security. Imagine a leading

advertising company finding out its latest concepts are being shared

with authorised partners via Dropbox because secure FTP upload

tools were not working?

Shadow IT is a widespread practice, especially in smaller rms. You

can’t grow a business like that and you certainly wouldn’t be able to

sell one. Avoiding situations in which Shadow IT thrives means

listening to users and providing fully-featured and up-to-date

systems that include the functionality required.

Eliminating 'Shadow IT'
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IT Support for Businesses Today. 

IT Support as a Managed Service ts very well with the needs of

today's small and medium businesses of 10 - 100 employees.

Delivering IT support under this business model enables companies

to get the best value from their investment in technology while

avoiding the business risks of the break-fix approach to IT Support.

Delivering IT Support

End-to-end service that looks after the entire technology fabric used by the
business
Personal service delivery from a friendly, familiar hands-on technical expert
Uncovers hidden technology challenges that derive from organic processes
Fits with the need for business exibility to accommodate changes to the
core business
Takes control of Shadow IT and determines the use of technology in the
business
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The Grid provides a range of services to support the use of

technology in today’s businesses. Whether it is infrastructure and

user support, internet connectivity or voice communications, we

provide the high degree of personalised service that enables clients

to obtain more value from business technology. Each client is

assigned a dedicated lead engineer who project manages the

account and normally attends to all requests for support.

Our ability to re-con gure our services to act as your IT

department operating under your IT Director or other internal

sponsor, or to work alongside and support your internal support

function means we are vastly experienced in tailoring support to

the specific requirements of each client.

The Grid was initially founded in 1996 in Melbourne by Managing

Director Nik Gelis, to provide specialist IT support and IT

consultancy services to small to medium size businesses. Since its

launch, The Grid has rapidly evolved to offer a full range of cutting-

edge, integrated and exible products and services to a wide client

base across all industries. Our experience and professionalism has

been endorsed both by our clients and by many of the world's

leading hardware and software manufacturers.

Why is The Grid a Preferred Technology Support
Provider?
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Providing IT Support for over 20 Years

All companies need to know that their IT support provider is not

going to let them down when it comes to important projects. We

will always nd the right solution and are equally happy either

functioning as project managers for your internal IT department or

providing an experienced team to work under your own IT Director

or project leader.

We have partnered with businesses for over 15 years which is an

indication of the service that we provide and the attention to detail

that comes with using The Grid as your IT service provider.
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